Santa Barbara, California Collection

Name
Santa Barbara, California Collection

Date
1896-2010s

Extent
11 boxes, 5 filing cabinets

Location
Shelf wall

Scope and Content
Materials related to St. Anthony’s seminary including yearbooks, bound lists of teachers and students, staff-faculty meeting minutes in bound books, handbooks, brochures, plays, newsletters, alumni info, building and closing.

Materials related to the Postulancy Program in Santa Barbara including a handbook and a few photos.

Materials related to the friars work at Mission Santa Barbara including event bulletins and brochures, correspondence, discretorium minutes, chapter notebooks, slides, and books.

Access and Use
Processed for access, more “Mission files” in SBMAL main collection.

Subject
Box 1-7: St. Anthony Seminary

Box 8: Santa Barbara Postulancy

Box 9-11: Santa Barbara Mission